AS IT WAS ON RUN 3807 AT
SG.LALANG(7/11/2016)
HARE : LEE ANN WAH
SCRIBE BY: DRAGON LEONG

A last minute call from Albert Ting citing heavy work schedule for the day enable me to
accept the offer to co hare for the day’s run at Sri Hannico. An Opportunity to rest this 65
year old frame from all knocks & abuses of Mothers Hash mondays’ runs which only seems
to ever get longer these days maybe because of nightfall getting earlier. Eager young
runners’ never ending demands for longer run are of no help. Anticipating 4.30 membership!
There was a bit of confusion initially on the run site which could be easily accessed by way
of Sri Hannico, however the run directions in the newsletter will take hashers to Yokohama,
Sungei Lalang and rough roads before ending at the new industrial site. It was quickly

settled by despatch of waze & new directions to the site. No complains of not been able to
find the run site was heard.
From the industrial site entrance, it was a gentle climb up the hill at the back, midway
where the whole area could be seen, the trail continued upwards until the 1st check.. Paper
was laid at the side and continued all the way to the 2nd check followed by a very large
circular check. The terrain was actually easy with gentle ups and down but no hasher could
run as undergrowth was thick in old rubber and secondary jungle. From start to the 1st
circular check it was measured 4.3KM on the GPS. We were optimistic the FRBs will have
no problems reaching the circular check in within 30 minutes.
Paper restarted from the star fruit orchard out to the back road to Broga with fish ponds on
either sides. It’s a straight forward run before branching on the right to ascend the same hill
that the run started but this time at the back. It will be a straight climb to the top and down to
the run site.
To slow the FRBs, another circular was set for the back runners to catch up before everyone
make their way back. Our best estimated time for 1st runner in was 7.45pm. Turned out not to
be! 8.15pm! With another group of 20 hashers lost in Broga after crossing a smelly sticking
river & had to be rescued in 2 4 wheelers. One of them complained that it was an 18km run
including the 10 km car ride back!
The turnout was normal, about 94 members with 6 guests. 100 freebies in the form of a
good quality towel were handled out in satu malaysia bags ( left over from the last GE ) A
fine run! But everyone was in high spirits with rich aroma of grilled lamb and site food and
plenty of beer provided by the generous hare. There last people to leave the wonderful site
was reported to be close to midnight

